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1. Limited earnings is another disadvantage associated with salaried employment

     	      neutral

     	--->> yes

     	      No

     	      None of the above

2. Entrepreneurship can be seen precisely as decision- making or the application of 
entrepreneurial skills, expertise or latent to business decisions

     	--->> Yes

     	      NO

     	      NOT SURE

     	      None of the Above

3. The following are the responsibilities of an entrepreneur EXCEPT

     	      Risk and uncertainty

     	      Making decisions on what goods or services will be produced and how the 
factors of production will be combined for the purpose

     	--->> all of the above

     	      None of the above

4. In Nigeria, entrepreneurship is undertaken by _____ untrained persons to supply 
some basic products such as implements, potteries and other traditional products.

     	      Medium

     	      large

     	--->> Small

     	      None of the above

5. Many large firms have the credibility that a well-known name provides and the 
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support of a large organization

     	      yes

     	      no

     	      neutral

     	--->> None of the above

6. -------------is a total system of business activities designed to plan, price, promote and 
distribute wants satisfying goods and services to present and potential

     	      information

     	      advertising

     	      System

     	--->> marketing

7. The word 

     	--->> Entrepreneur

     	      marketer

     	      government

     	      None of the above

8. The overall responsibility for managing Internet Protocol address or domain names 
at upper levels is vested in the __________

     	--->> Internet Assigned Numbers Authority

     	      Information Assigned Numbers Authority

     	      data Assigned Numbers Authority

     	      intelligence Assigned Numbers Authority

9. On registering or incorporating a business with _____, the entrepreneur is now ready 
to start his business legally.

     	      IPAC

     	      IPSS
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     	--->> CAC

     	      None of the above

10. customers

     	      Telemedia and Telemedia

     	      Telecommunication and telecommunication

     	--->> Technological advancement

     	      None of the above
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